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Abstract
The main works on disruption mitigation including suppression and mitigation of runaway
current on the J-TEXT tokamak are summarized in this paper. Two strategies for the mitigation
of runaway electron (RE) beams are applied in experiments. The first strategy enables the REs to
be completely suppressed by means of supersonic molecular beam injection and resonant
magnetic perturbation which can enhance RE loss, magnetic energy transfer which can reduce
the electric field, and secondary massive gas injection (MGI) which can increase the collisional
damping. For the second strategy, the runaway current is allowed to form but should be
dissipated or soft landed within tolerance. It is observed that the runaway current can be
significantly dissipated by MGI, and the dissipation rate increases with the injected impurity
particle number and eventually stabilizes at 28 MA s−1. The dissipation rate of the runaway
current can be up to 3 MA s−1 by ohmic field. Shattered pellet injection has been chosen as the
main disruption mitigation method, which has the capability of injecting material deeper into the
plasma for higher density assimilation when compared to MGI. Moreover, simulation works
show that the RE seeds in the plasma are strongly influenced under different phases and sizes of
2/1 mode locked islands during thermal quench. The robust runaway suppression and runaway
current dissipation provide an important insight on the disruption mitigation for future large
tokamaks.
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1. Introduction

A disruption is a sudden termination of plasma discharge,
which not only results in large thermal loading and electro-
magnetic force on the surrounding structures, but also

generates runaway electrons (REs) which can burn holes
through structures [1–3]. Thus, the avoidance and mitigation
of disruption is a critical issue for the safe operation of
tokamaks. Both the thermal loads and electromagnetic force
have been mitigated with a certain amount of impurities by
massive material injection systems, like massive gas injection
(MGI) [4, 5] and shattered pellet injection (SPI) [6]. For
ITER, MGI may have a better mitigation effect on heat load
and halo current. However, the suppression of REs remains
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uncertain because a large runaway current will be formed
even if only a few RE seeds survive during disruption.
According to the calculation for ITER, plasma disruption
generates a runaway current of up to 10 MA, with an energy
of tens of MeV [7, 8]. Thus, the mitigation and suppression of
runaway currents have become high priority tasks to address
for future tokamaks. Both experimental and modeling efforts
focus on the understanding of the physics behind and the
technology exploration.

The J-TEXT tokamak is a conventional tokamak with an
iron core [9], which has been equipped with disruption
mitigation systems including MGI, SPI, resonant magnetic
penetration (RMP) and magnetic energy transfer (MET).
J-TEXT tokamak is convenient for the disruption mitigation
studies. In the last few years, the most significant results of
disruption mitigation on J-TEXT have included suppression
of REs by mitigation systems (SMBI, RMP, MGI and MET),
dissipation of runaway current by MGI, OH field and SPI, and
simulations of the suppression of REs during disruption.
Thus, the rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the disruption mitigation systems and the diag-
nostics using in the experiment. Sections 3 and 4 summarize
the recent progress on disruption mitigating experiments, and
the simulation results are presented in section 5. Finally,
section 6 gives a summary and outlook.

2. Disruption mitigation systems

It is difficult to generate runaway current naturally on the
J-TEXT tokamak, and the MGI of Ar is beneficial for the
formation of runaway current. Thus, two MGI valves have
been developed on J-TEXT [10]. One of the MGI valves with
30 ml at the bottom of port 9 has been used to trigger major
disruption and obtain a stable runaway current. Another MGI
valve with 60 ml at the top of port 9 has been applied to
dissipate the runaway current. As shown in figure 1, the RMP

coils [11, 12] are installed inside the vessel to generate
magnetic perturbations with different pure mode structures,
which is beneficial for disruption mitigation research. The SPI
system [13] is installed in the horizontal window of port 10,
which can inject Ar pellets with diameter of 5 mm and length
of less than 10 mm. Its structure is shown in figure 2. The
supersonic molecular beam injection (SMBI) system has also
been used to generate magnetic perturbations by injecting
different supersonic gases [14]. The number of injected par-
ticles can be adjusted by varying the gas pressure and pulse
width. The MET system uses a set of coils as energy transfer
coils (ETCs), which are installed outside the vacuum vessel
(VV) and distributed symmetrically to the mid-plane [15, 16].
A schematic of the MET is presented in figure 3. A thyristor
has been selected as the controlling switch (CS). EAU in the
figure represents the energy absorbing unit. The ETCs are
strongly magnetically coupled with plasma; when the con-
trolling switch is triggered during the disruptions, plasma
current rapid shutdown induces a co-current in the ETCs, and
consumes the plasma poloidal magnetic energy by the EAU.

In addition, the diagnostics applied for detecting the basic
parameters of plasma and REs have been equipped on
J-TEXT. The electron density is measured by a multi-channel
polarimeter interferometer (POLARIS), which views the
plasma vertically with 17 channels ranging from r=−24 to
+24 cm [17]. The poloidal and toroidal Mirnov arrays are
used to obtain the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) activities
[18], and the plasma temperature is measured by the electron
cyclotron emission (ECE) system which has a spatial reso-
lution of 1 cm after upgrade [19, 20]. The hard x-ray radiation
(HXR) from REs can be detected by NaI (T1) scintillators
which are installed on the equatorial plane to measure the
HXR in the energy range of 0.5–10MeV [21], and four
extreme ultraviolet (AXUV) arrays are arranged on ports 3, 5,
6, and 13, which can be used to measure the radiation power
[22]. The locations of all the diagnostics and disruption
mitigation systems on J-TEXT are shown in figure 4.

3. Suppression of REs

During disruption, thermal quench (TQ) leads to a rapid
decrease in plasma temperature, resulting in an increase in
plasma resistivity. Consequently, a large electric field parallel
to the magnetic field E|| is induced which prevents the plasma
current from decaying rapidly and strives to maintain the pre-
disruption plasma current. This E|| continuously accelerates
the electrons to run away when the electric field force exceeds
the collisional friction force. The critical electric field [23, 24]
can be given by E ,e n
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mechanism is called the Dreicer generation mechanism, and is
one of the primary mechanism of RE generation including

Figure 1. Layout of the RMP coils on J-TEXT. Reproduced courtesy
of IAEA. Figure from [12]. Copyright (2019) IAEA.
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tritium decay, Compton scattering and the hot tail process [7].
The tritium decay and Compton scattering have not been
experimentally observed yet but they are thought to contribute
to the generation of RE seeds in the ITER D–T operation
phase. The Dreicer generation mechanism is competitive in
many present tokamaks, but is insignificant in the ITER post-
disruption condition [7]. The hot tail process is foreseen to be
the main primary generation mechanism in ITER if the
duration of the TQ is around 1 ms [26]. All the processes of
primary mechanism contribute to the generation of RE seeds
during the TQ phase. After that, a further growth of RE
population is found via knock-on collisions between bulk and
existing REs, which gives rise to the runaway current even-
tually dominating the ohmic current [27]. This generation
mechanism of REs is called the second generation mechanism
or avalanche mechanism, and it is thought to be one of the
dominant mechanisms in the generation of REs in ITER. The
generation rate of REs based on the avalanche mechanism is
related to the ratio E/Ec; when E/Ec<1 there is no ava-
lanche multiplication [27]. Thus, Ec is the critical electrical
field which determines whether the avalanche grows or not.
Because Ec is proportional to the electron density ne,
increasing ne to a critical level can be a feasible method to
suppress the generation of REs during disruption. This critical
ne is called the Rosenbluth density which has been estimated
to be 4.2×1022 m−3 for Ec = 38 Vm−1 in ITER [2].
However, only about 20% of the Rosenbluth critical density
has been achieved in experiments to date [28], and the effi-
ciency of gas injection is so weak that most of the impurities
have not assimilated with the plasma at the end of the current
quench (CQ). Thus, there are still many technical improve-
ments and physical explorations for the suppression of REs
that should be solved in the future.

Two strategies for the avoidance and mitigation of REs
have been presented in J-TEXT. The safest way is to suppress
REs completely. Based on progress in the generation of REs,
the REs can be prevented by (a) injecting massive amounts of
impurities (gas or pellets), increasing the collisional damping
to overcome the accelerated force, (b) applying magnetic

Figure 2. Schematic of the structure of the SPI on J-TEXT; each component can be referred to [13]. Reprinted from [13], with the permission
of AIP Publishing.

Figure 3. Schematic of MET in J-TEXT. Reprinted from [16],
Copyright (2021), with permission from Elsevier.

Figure 4. Top view of the locations of diagnostics and disruption
mitigation systems on J-TEXT.
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perturbations to destroy the magnetic surfaces, enhancing the
RE losses before they are amplified, and (c) declining the
parallel electric field E|| by a passive mitigation method of
magnetic energy transfer, which induces a co-current during
disruption and leads to the plasma poloidal magnetic energy
being transferred outside the VV.

However, runaway currents form if the first strategy for
RE suppression fails. Thus, the second strategy must dissipate
or soft land the runaway current to minimize damage to the
components of the device. The most common methods of
dissipation are MGI or SPI. High-Z impurities are chosen to
dissipate the runaway current, because they can lead to
effective synchrotron radiation, bremsstrahlung radiation
losses and a higher induced critical field [24]. Dissipation of
runaway current is also achieved via externally applied
negative loop voltages, which has a remarkable effect on the
decay of runaway current. While promising results have been
obtained in small tokamaks, those in other medium- or large-
sized devices have not yet been testified. Recently, wave–
particle interaction (WPI) has been considered as a potential
method to dissipate RE beams [29–31]. It has reduced or
suppressed RE avalanches via large pitch angle scattering.
However, active WPI remains a challenge because of the
wave accessibility and collisional damping during disruption.

Many questions remain to be explored regarding the
understanding and application of technology in the mitigation
of runaway current, such as the penetration process of
impurity, the particle/electron assimilation mechanisms, the
MHD fluctuations evolution, the delivery means for deep
penetration, the diagnostics which are suitable for the mea-
surement of formation and loss of RE beams, and other
auxiliary methods for the mitigation of runaway current. To
date, a reliable and effective method extrapolated to ITER is
still uncertain because of the diverse results in different
devices and the unclear physical mechanisms behind them.
More simulation and experimental studies are needed in dis-
ruption mitigation and safe operation for ITER and future
large fusion devices.

3.1. Suppression of REs by magnetic perturbations

Magnetic perturbations can change the magnetic topology and
deteriorate the RE confinement before the avalanche ampli-
fication process. If the loss time of REs is less than the life-
time of REs, the generation of REs will be suppressed, and
the loss of REs mainly depends on the stochastization of the
magnetic field lines. Thus, promoting stochasticity in the
whole plasma cross section by magnetic perturbation is
beneficial to the suppression of REs. The TEXTOR and DIII-
D tokamaks have demonstrated the availability of this method
[32, 33]. In the J-TEXT tokamak, magnetic perturbation is
generated by SMBI and RMP.

In the previous experiment, the H2 SMBI provoked sig-
nificant magnetic perturbation in the plasma current flattop,
and was applied to suppress the generation of REs during
disruption phase [34]. It has been demonstrated that the effect
on the suppression of REs mostly depended on the H2

quantity injected and the trigger time of SMBI. Typical results

are shown in figures 5 and 6. When the trigger time of SMBI
is earlier than the MGI switch time for 5 ms or less, the
runaway current is completely avoided. Besides, the sup-
pression of REs has be realized when the number of injected
H2 particles reaches a certain threshold. This phenomenon
may be interpreted as the variation of the amplitude and
spread region of magnetic perturbation in the plasma. For the
case of early SMBI and a large H2 quantity injection, the
magnetic perturbations induced can penetrate further into the
plasma center and change the magnetic topology during dis-
ruption. The broken magnetic surface in the plasma center
leads to a complete suppression of REs. This result may
provide a new strategy for the suppression of runaway current
in future large tokamaks.

The simplest and effective method of producing magnetic
perturbation is external RMP. Thus, the RMP system on
J-TEXT is applied to explore the effect of magnetic pertur-
bation on the suppression of REs [35, 36]. It is observed that
the runaway current can be fully avoided by applying

Figure 5. Suppression of runaway current with different SMBI
injection times. Reproduced from [34]. © IOP Publishing Ltd. All
rights reserved.

Figure 6. Suppression of runaway current with different SMBI gas
quantities. Reproduced from [34]. © IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights
reserved.
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m/n=2/1 mode RMP before TQ, as shown in figure 7, and
the efficiency of RE suppression is related to the trigger time
of RMP (figure 8) which enlarges magnetic islands to form a
stronger stochasticity in the whole plasma cross section dur-
ing disruption. Based on the different plasma conditions
with/without MHD activity, two cases are investigated in the
J-TEXT tokamak. For the mode locking case, robust sup-
pression of runaway current is reached as long as the mode
locking occurs 4 ms before disruption [35], and the runaway
current is only partially suppressed with partial mode locking.
Stationary magnetic islands result from mode locking, and
increase in width over the locking duration until saturation.
Thus, a long locking duration, corresponding to a large
magnetic island, is more effective at reducing the generation
of RE seeds. The NIMROD simulation result shows that the
large islands can make a large stochasticity area in the radial

distribution of plasma that enhance the RE seed loss and
suppress runaway current. For the case without MHD activity
in the plasma, the RMP is used to implant magnetic islands
before disruption. As the penetration duration increases, the
magnetic islands are enlarged to a scale that can suppress
generation of REs completely. The island width should be
larger than 0.16a (a is the minor radius) to realize the sup-
pression of runaway suppression [36]. These results show that
the 2/1 mode islands play an important role in the stochas-
tization of the magnetic field lines during disruption, which is
a key point in achieving the suppression of REs and requires
further study.

In our experiments, both SMBI and external MPs
induced the magnetic perturbation have obvious effect on the
suppression of REs. SMBI has the advantage of rapid exci-
tation of magnetic perturbation, but it is difficult to penetrate

Figure 7. Full suppression of runaway current by mode locking (left) and mode penetration (right). Reproduced courtesy of IAEA. Figure
from [35]. Copyright (2018) IAEA. Reproduced from [36]. © IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved.

Figure 8. Relationship of the runaway current on the time of (a) mode locking and (b) mode penetration before the disruptions. Reproduced
courtesy of IAEA. Figure from [35]. Copyright (2018) IAEA. Reproduced from [36]. © IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved.
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into the plasma core under high performance operation.
However, RMP can induce magnetic perturbation in the
plasma core. Since the RMP coil current needs time to reach
sufficient strength, it may not respond to the requirement of
disruption mitigation in time.

3.2. Suppression of REs by magnetic energy transfer

Reducing the toroidal electric field by magnetic energy
transfer has been studied in J-TEXT. It couples the plasma
poloidal magnetic energy during disruption and consumes
magnetic energy out of the VV, consequently reducing the
runaway kinetic energy significantly so as to suppress run-
away current formation during disruption. Almost 20%
poloidal magnetic energy can be transferred out and the loop
voltage can be reduced maximally 58% [15]. Moreover, the
MET system can accelerate the CQ rate and reduce the loop
voltage at the same time, as presented in figure 9. As the ETC
current increases, the conversion fraction of runaway current
significantly decreases, and the runaway current is completely
suppressed when IETC reaches 6.5 kA (figure 10) [16]. The
MET provides a new possibility for the magnetic energy
transfer and suppression of runaway current during the dis-
ruption phase in future devices.

3.3. Suppression of REs by secondary MGI

For the reliable and effective suppression of runaway current,
a secondary MGI (MGI2) from another valve with a delay
time is performed on J-TEXT [37]. This MGI2 aims to pre-
vent insufficient impurity injection from a single valve and

increases the electron density to a level that suppresses the
generation of REs. The experimental result is shown in
figure 11. Runaway current is produced by Ar MGI which is
triggered at 0.4 ms, and the impurities used in MGI2 are Ar
and Kr (Ar/Kr). It is found that when the secondary impurity
gas arrives at the plasma edge before TQ, the generation of
runaway current is completely suppressed. However, if the
secondary impurity gas arrives at the plasma edge during the
CQ phase, the generation of runaway current is partly sup-
pressed. This result may account for the different generation
mechanisms of REs during the TQ and CQ phase. During the
TQ phase, the primary generation mechanism of REs pro-
duces a few RE seeds which are easily suppressed by the
increased electron density, consequently resulting in the
avoidance of runaway current formation. However, due to the
residual RE seeds before the CQ phase, the avalanche
mechanism still promotes the formation of runaway current
even though the same amount of impurity has been injected.
This premier result gives an insight into the runaway current
suppression applied in other devices, and it should be noted
that the arrival time of sufficient impurity is a key issue in
ensuring the efficiency of RE suppression.

4. Dissipation of runaway current

4.1. Dissipation of runaway current by MGI

For a large-scale device, it is difficult to completely suppress
the formation of runaway current, and a portion of REs
become runaway currents with huge magnetic and kinetic
energies during disruption. Thus, dissipating the runaway
current is the last resort to ensure the safety of the device.
Dissipation of runaway current by high-Z impurities injection
is carried out in J-TEXT [38]. A runaway current plateau is
induced and formed by the first Ar MGI, and is dissipated by
the secondary Ar/Kr MGI. The dissipation efficiency of
runaway current, characterized by the decay rate of runaway
current (dIRE/dt), is found to increase with the increase in

Figure 9. Suppression of runaway current by MET. Reprinted from
[16], Copyright (2021), with permission from Elsevier.

Figure 10. Relationship between ETC current and the ratio of
runaway current and plasma current. Reprinted from [16], Copyright
(2021), with permission from Elsevier.
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runaway current and quantity of injected impurity, as can be
seen in figure 12. However, the dissipation efficiency is
saturated with a maximum of 28 MA s−1 when the injected
impurity quantity exceeds 2×1021. The main reason for this
is due to the decrease in the impurity assimilation rate. This
result indicates that the assimilation efficiency reaches a
stable value even though the injected impurity can be
increased continuously. This result is important for the
application and design of MGI which is considered in the
ITER disruption mitigation system.

4.2. Dissipation of runaway current by ohmic field

The injection of high-Z impurity by the secondary MGI is
very efficient in the runaway current decay, but also accel-
erates the RE beam vertical drift, and the scraping-off of the
RE beam by the vertical displacement is found to actively

increase the radial electric field that can slow down the run-
away current decay [39]. Thus, active and efficient position
control of the RE beam is essential for disruption mitigation.
Many studies on devices [40–43] have investigated the con-
trol of post-disruption runaway current, and similar research
is carried out on J-TEXT [44]. The statistical result is illu-
strated in figure 13. Without optimized horizontal displace-
ment control, the runaway current plateau lasts less than
20 ms; however, it is elongated to more than 80 ms after
optimization. Under the control of the RE plateau, dissipation
of runaway current by the modulation of E|| via an ohmic
(OH) field is studied in J-TEXT, as shown in figure 14. Shot
#1050017 is reference discharge, and the shots #1050021
and #1050019 are applied by modifying the OH field voltage
between about 58 V and –216 V, respectively. A significant
decay of runaway current is observed by externally applied
negative loop voltages in the experiment. According to simple

Figure 11. Suppression of runaway current by MGI2 injected with different delay times. (a) Time evolution of current caused by Ar MGI2,
(b) time sequence of MGI1 trigger, MGI2 trigger, and MGI2 arriving at the plasma edge, and (c) relationship between runaway currents and
the differences between MGI2 arrival times and TQ times of the Ar/Kr cases. Reproduced from [37]. © IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights
reserved.

Figure 12. Relationship between runaway current dissipation rate and (a) the runaway current and (b) the injected impurity quantity Ninj.
Reproduced from [38]. © IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved.
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estimation, the decay of runaway current can be achieved
when the toroidal electric field is less than 7–12 times the
theoretical critical electric field. The dissipation rate of run-
away current by the OH field can be up to a maximum value
of 3 MA s−1, which is less than the one achieved by MGI.
Nevertheless, this way to deplete REs is gentle and maybe a
possible auxiliary method for soft landing.

4.3. Dissipation of runaway current by SPI

The study of SPI affecting runaway current dissipation is
carried out on J-TEXT. For comparison with the MGI results,
the quantity of the SPI injected impurity is similar to that of
MGI. The velocity of the pellets can be up to 150–300 m s−1

by SPI. In the experiment, the dissipation rate of runaway
current reaches 12 MA s−1 when the injected Ar quantity is
up to 2.12×1021, and this dissipation rate is slower than that
of MGI (18 MA s−1) [13], which may be due to the difference
in injection speed between SPI and MGI. Comparing the
disruption mitigation processes of MGI and SPI, it is found
that the cold front of SPI can penetrate the q=1 rational
surface and the deposition position is closer to the plasma
center [45]. However, the Ar injected by MGI only reaches
the q=2 rational surface, as shown in figure 15. Due to the
deeper penetration depth of SPI than MGI, a larger quantity of
impurities is deposited in the center, leading to the increase in
electron density. The time evolution of the electron density
for SPI and MGI is shown in figure 16. The core density for
the SPI case can reach a higher value than the MGI case, but it
has the opposite behavior in the edge density. Moreover, a
high impurity assimilation rate can be obtained by changing
the pellet velocity in a certain range. The promising features
of deep penetration and high assimilation efficiency of
impurity are inspiring for applications in the future.

5. Simulation results of RE suppression

Due to the short duration of disruption and the limit of
diagnostics, modeling and simulation are developed quickly
to explore the physics behind the disruption suppression and
mitigation. The NIMROD code [46] has primarily evolved a
set of nonlinear single fluid MHD equations, consisting of
modified Faraday’s law, resistive MHD Ohm’s law, and
Ampere’s law with the low-frequency limit, particle con-
servation, flow velocity evolution, and temperature evolution,
which is applied on the J-TEXT tokamak. In order to be
effective for disruption mitigation research, a radiative cool-
ing model KPRAD is added in the extended code in order to
simulate more realistic radiation rates during the rapid shut-
down phase by MGI. Moreover, the guiding-center drift
motion of the test REs and the plasma response of the RMP
during the entire disruption process are considered in this
module as well. Thus, the RE loss impacted by magnetic
perturbations can be sensitively studied by this module. The
NIMROD simulations applied in J-TEXT focus on the phy-
sics and the mechanism under the disruption mitigation

Figure 13. Duration of RE plateau versus ratio of runaway current
IRE and pre-disruption plasma current IPre-disr. Reproduced from [44].
© 2020 Hefei Institutes of Physical Science, Chinese Academy of
Sciences and IOP Publishing. All rights reserved.

Figure 14. Time of runaway currents with different loop voltage.
Reproduced from [44]. © 2020 Hefei Institutes of Physical Science,
Chinese Academy of Sciences and IOP Publishing. All rights
reserved.
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experiment, consequently helping to optimize the method of
disruption mitigation.

In order to verify the experimental results of the locked
island phase on the suppression of REs, the realistic magnetic
perturbation structure generated by RMP coils is used in the
simulation. Figure 17 shows that the confinement of RE seeds
can be greatly affected by the 2/1 mode locked island phases
during the TQ phase. The dependence of the ratio of
remaining REs on the phase difference between n = 1 and
locked mode is shown in figure 17(b) [47]. In order to sup-
press the generation of REs, the optimized relative phase is
predicted to be toroidal 90° ( nMGI 1DÆ = Æ - Æ = ). This
result can be interpreted by the evolution of magnetic per-
turbation during disruption, in which the magnetic topology is
influenced by the impurity spreading process in different
phases. The influence of the width of 2/1 pre-existing
magnetic islands on the RE suppression during disruption is
studied in J-TEXT [48]. The magnetic islands are imple-
mented according to the perturbation field presetting in
NIMROD. It is observed that there is a non-monotonic ten-
dency between the RE confinement and the width of the 2/1
pre-existing locked island, which is shown in figure 18. When
the width of the 2/1 pre-existing magnetic islands exceeds

0.3a (a is the plasma minor radius), it causes large magnetic
perturbation and strong stochasticity of the magnetic surface
to expel the REs during disruption. For the small island case,
a reduction of about 40% in RE seeds is found in the simu-
lation compared to the case without islands. However, the
remaining RE ratio reaches the maximum in the medium
island region, which may be due to the smaller duration of
magnetic perturbation B Bd / (exceeding ( )4 6 10 3- ´ - ) and
the lower amplitude of high n modes induced during dis-
ruption. This evolution of magnetic perturbation is found to
be significantly related to the impurity penetration, which
shows that the effect of three dimensions between the injected
impurities and the 2/1 locked modes is important for dis-
ruption mitigation.

6. Summary and outlook

Effective disruption mitigation is a key issue in the safe and
reliable operation of future tokamaks, including ITER.
Approaches aimed at suppressing and mitigating runaway
current formation by SMBI, RMP, MGI, SPI, MET and OH
field have been investigated in J-TEXT. Complete

Figure 15. Time evolution of the ECE profile for (a) MGI and (b) SPI. Reproduced courtesy of IAEA. Figure from [45]. Copyright
(2021) IAEA.

Figure 16. Comparison of the electron density in the plasma (a) edge and (b) center between SPI and MGI. Reproduced courtesy of IAEA.
Figure from [45]. Copyright (2021) IAEA.
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suppression of REs is realized by H2 SMBI with an earlier
trigger time or sufficient H2 quantity, in which SMBI pro-
vokes significant magnetic perturbation that destroys the
intact magnetic surface in the core and enhances loss of REs

during disruption. The large magnetic islands implemented by
mode penetration and mode locking can act as explosive
bombs during disruptions and lead to stronger stochasticity in
the whole plasma cross section, which can completely sup-
press the REs. The MET system provides another possible
auxiliary method to suppress the generation of REs by
decreasing the parallel electric field during disruption. When
the secondary impurity gas reaches the plasma edge before
TQ, the generation of runaway current can be significantly
suppressed by the second MGI valve.

For large-scale devices, a cascade strategy for the control
of runaway current is essential. Consequently, the runaway
current should be robustly dissipated or soft landed to mini-
mize damage to critical components of the device. With the
high-Z impurities injected by secondary MGI, runaway cur-
rent can be significantly dissipated; the dissipation rate
increases with the impurity quantity, and reaches a stable
value with a maximum of 28 MA s−1. Based on the control of
RE beam position, a significant decay of runaway currents is
observed in J-TEXT when the toroidal electric field is 7–12
times smaller than the theoretical critical electric field. SPI, as
a new disruption mitigating technology, is found to have a
deeper penetration and a higher assimilation than MGI, which
is inspiring for applications in the future.

In order to understand the underlying disruption miti-
gation physics, the simulation based on NIMROD is used on
J-TEXT. The results show that the RE confinement sig-
nificantly varies with the phase and size of 2/1 mode locked
islands during the TQ phase. The ratio of remaining REs
presents an n=1 dependence on the toroidal phase of the
locked islands and shows a non-monotonic tendency on the
width of the pre-existing 2/1 locked islands. The ratio of
remaining REs is found to be significantly reduced in the
small and large islands; however, it is increased in the
medium islands which may be due to the smaller duration of
magnetic perturbation B Bd / (exceeding ( )4 6 10 3- ´ - )
and the low amplitude of high n modes induced during
disruption.

Due to the uncertainty in the disruption mitigating system
applied in ITER, future work on J-TEXT will continually
focus on exploring the technology availability and the physics
behind disruption, such as the SPI disruption mitigation and
alternative means of RE mitigation.
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Figure 17. Effect of phases of pre-existing 2/1 locked islands on RE
confinement. (a) Time evolution of fraction of confined REs in four
island phases. (b) Dependence of the remaining RE ratio on the
toroidal phase of 2/1 islands. Reprinted from [47], with the
permission of AIP Publishing.

Figure 18. Relationship between the remaining RE ratio and the
width of pre-existing 2/1 locked islands. Reproduced from [48].
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